At the Biodiversity Center

Usally below 30ft tall
Evergreen tree/shrub
Thin and shreddy
bark

Wide canopy
Thin twigs
Shrub/small
tree

Big/tall tree
Lush leaves
Skinny trunk

Rigid leaves
Rough bark
Might have
cotton

Each leaf bunch is
12"-20" long with
11-17 leaflets
4"-8"long leaves and
about 2" wide
Tall tree

White flowers in
February and March
Leaves turn orange
in the fall
Tree grows in a
rounded shape

Medium tree
Light gray trunk
with spikes
Brown to gray
spikes

4"-8" leaves
Deep green leaves
most of the year,
Red/orange leaves
during fall

In your neighborhood

Flowers (purple,
white, red, or pink)
Oval leaves
Smooth bark

Tall tree
Rigid leaves
Rough bark

White flowers in
June
Orange & green
leaves
Big/tall tree

Red berries
Small green leaves
Thin branches

Big/tall tree
Lush leaves
Skinny trunk

Lush leaves
Oval shape tree
Tall tree

Rigid leaves
Rough bark
Might have
cotton

Medium tree
Purple flowers
Long pointy leaves

Across
2. It lives in trees, has wings, and can
fly
3. It has pollen, green stems and can be
all shapes and sizes
6. A group of trees in one area
8. Is needed for plants to grow, is very
bright and is apart of photosynthesis

Down
1. Is needed for plants to grow and
is an important part of
photosynthesis
2. Can be thick or thin, smooth or
rough, different lengths, and is
usually a shade of brown, with leaves
attached
4. They are usually green but can
change colors and are usually small
but can be different shapes and sizes
5. Is brown, outer layer of a tree
trunk
7. It gives off oxygen for humans,
tall/big with tons of leaves that can
change colors in different seasons

ANSWER
KEY

Across

Down

2. It lives in trees, has wings, and can
fly (birds)
3. It has pollen, green stems and can be
all shapes and sizes (flowers)
6. A group of trees in one area (forest)
8. Is needed for plants to grow, is very
bright and is apart of photosynthesis
(sun)

1. Is needed for plants to grow and is
an important part of photosynthesis
(water)
2. Can be thick or thin, smooth or
rough, different lengths, and is usually a
shade of brown, with leaves attached
(branches)
4. They are usually green but can
change colors and are usually small but
can be different shapes and sizes
(leaves)
5. Is brown , outer layer of a tree trunk
(bark)
7. It gives off oxygen for humans, tall/
big with tons of leaves that can change
colors in different seasons (tree)

Activity

Points

Planting Flowers

4 per flower

Planting Trees

20 points per tree

Turning off lights

½ point

Turning off water while brushing teeth

½ point

Weeding flower bed

6 points

Unplugging charger and charging block from the wall
when not in use

1 point

Putting out bird feeder

8 points

Picking up trash outside

3 points per piece of trash

Recycling

1 point per piece

Reusing trash instead of throwing away

6 points per piece

